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Transcription of film taken at the 110th anniversary event of the Rhodes Trust

mark schaan (manitoba and new college 2002)
There is something phenomenal about what happens when 
Rhodes Scholars get together. Ideas are born, connections 
are made, things happen. The notion about us is not some 
sort of purely convivial social kind of function, but instead 
that when we get together big things happen, and some of 
those big things actually change the world.

charles conn

The point was to bring Rhodes Scholars together to talk 
about the history of Rhodes, but also most importantly 
how we can have more impact in the 21st century.

michele warman (new york and magdalen 1982)
Each event taught me something. I really feel changed 
by this experience. Getting away from a big job and four 
children and hearing again, ‘Look ahead, you have one 
chance in life, you’ve been given all of these resources, 
make good use of it.’ That message came across in each 
workshop that I attended.

don gogel, trustee (new jersey and balliol 1971)
If you put two Rhodes Scholars in a room you’re almost 
guaranteed to get at least three opinions, and I think that 
the workshops illustrated that.

jenny tran (australia-at-large 2 0 1 3 )
Today I went to a session on education. [cut to speaker] 
‘… because I think maybe half of our universities will be 
bankrupt in 15 years.’ And that has huge implications for 
what the Rhodes Scholarship could be in the future.

anne makena (kenya and somerville 2012)
The last session we had this evening was about fighting the 
world’s fight.

member of audience

We don’t necessarily plan to fight a particular world’s 
fight. Sometimes the fight comes to your door, and you 
need to open the door and say, ‘OK, I’m going to take this 
one on.’

don gogel

This has been a spectacular couple of days, and today was 
just the crescendo of emotion, passion and commitment to 
the Trust.

charles conn

It gives me enormous pleasure to announce today a lead 
gift. It’s a gift of huge proportion from John McCall 
MacBain, Marcy MacBain and the McCall MacBain 
Foundation. This gift is £75 million. [applause]

don gogel

The spontaneous response of everyone in the Sheldonian 
Theatre captured the moment. It was just an enormous 
outpouring of gratitude.

michele warman

Everyone’s talking about it. I heard that there was a tour 
being given of Oxford, and someone heard about this 
gift and the people on the tour applauded. The incredible 
generosity was mind-blowing, frankly, to me. 

highlights oF the 110th rhodes anniVersary

For more than a century, Rhodes Scholarships have helped develop ‘leaders for the world’s future’
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mark williams (kansas and new college 1973)
You know, there’s a number of things on the programme 
that I think were really fantastic, which is, you know, 
getting the Scholars together to talk about where the 
Scholarship goes from here.

john hood, chairman of trustees (new zealand 
and worcester 1976)
We had two terrific sessions yesterday afternoon on the 
future of the scholarship. Everyone who spoke had a 
different perspective, a different view about their Rhodes 
Scholarship experience, and about how they viewed the 
scholarship going forward. And we discussed a huge range 
of things – this is great, we have a plurality of views, that’s 
what the Trustees want.

member of audience

… when you’re talking about a vision, you’re not talking 
about a single statement, obviously.

john hood

But out of that debate and argument, out of understanding 
what the wider community thinks about these matters, 
we will ultimately converge on better outcomes than we 
ourselves could come up with.

brett rosenberg (new york and corpus christi 
2012)
My job as the volunteer was to take the microphone in the 
audience and just pass it to each member. Each person just 
had something else incredible to say, based on incredibly 
diverse backgrounds, incredibly diverse experiences, but all 
extremely impressive.

member of audience

Today the United States is the best democracy that money 
can buy.

charles conn

When you look at Sir John Bell talking about medicine, 
Ngaire Woods talking about international relations or 
Kumi Naidoo talking about the environment, we have 
people who have remarkable impacts in their field, 
speaking here with other Rhodes Scholars.

sir john bell

The entire world of malaria eradication has now changed, 
because if you eradicate that sub-strain in western 
Cambodia, you will fix the problem.

john mccall macbain, second century founder  
(quebec and wadham 1980), trustee and chair  
of the 110th rhodes anniversary

I think the Rhodes Trust can work a little bit on getting 
leaders, not just in academia, but leaders in business, 
leaders in law, leaders in finance, leaders in countries, 
leaders in administrations and leaders in cooking, leaders 
in movies, like we saw last night with Kris Kristoffersen.

brett rosenberg

The gala was wonderful last night. I felt a bit like a movie 
star standing in black tie among all these incredible people 
in a museum with champagne. It’s not my usual Thursday 
evening.

karen stevenson, trustee (maryland and  
magdalen 1979)
I am so excited for the hockey game today – but are you 
giving discounts on hip replacements, for the guys that are 
going to play?!

timothy endicott (ontario and corpus christi 
1983)
These people love that game, and they loved it when they 
were here, and they still do, even if we’re a bit rusty and 
haven’t played in 27 years.

professor trevor munroe (jamaica and new  
college 1966)
I did something for the first time in my life: I went to the 
Chemistry lab with my grandson, and he made a rainbow 
– with my help, I have to tell you, but it’s my first visit to 
the Chemistry lab after 50 years.

karen stevenson

I was a moderator for the panel on Women and Success. 
There was a recognition that experiences within one 
constituency or one part of the world may not necessarily 
be the same for other cultures and other constituencies. 
I think that is part of the Rhodes experience. It’s not 
so much about divergent ideologies, but about bringing 
this multi-cultural, global perspective to the table, to the 
world’s most pressing problems, and bringing to bear 
talent, commitment and moral force of character, and 
let’s see if we can reason together. And I do think that has 
happened over these past few days.

To view the video, visit: www.ox.ac.uk/annual-review


